DIVERSITY by the numbers

By MSBA

One

- Race/ethnicity question will be added to the state attorney registration form

Response Rate
of association members to internal demographic questions on their online profile

- 10%

MSBA Financial Commitment
to a formal demographic study conducted by the Wilder Foundation

- $24,600

28 sections that filled the diversity representative position

9 Council Members
on the new Diversity and Inclusion Leadership Council

2 Committees
that filled the diversity representative position

7 Permanent Seats
on the D&I Council dedicated to historically underrepresented groups in the legal profession

Hosted Events
centered around diversity current happenings in real time

MAIN ISSUES: Education & Communication
thwart greater knowledge, participation and partnership in MSBA initiatives

10,669 registered female attorneys as of 10/2014

37%

18,331 registered male attorneys as of 10/2014

63%

Source: Minnesota State Bar Association & Minnesota Women Lawyers